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y Two subject heading languages
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH):
• prevalent Anglo-American indexing language
developed by the Library of Congress since 1898
• inspired many other subject heading languages
e.g. the French RAMEAU
Regeln für den Schlagwortkatalog (RSWK):
(Rules for subject catalogs)
• indexing language of the German speaking countries
used in Germany, Austria and Switzerland
• first edition 1986
current: 3rd ed. 1998 (last revised in 2010)
major revision impending
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RSWK (with English translation):
Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek ; Bestandsaufbau
Academic library ; Collection development
looks superficially similar
but: underlying principles completely different
Precombination vs. precoordination










































Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek ; Bestandsaufbau
Academic library ; Collection development
Two elements which have been precom-
bined in advance („glued together“) to 
form one single heading
Two separate elements which are 
precoordinated („put together“) during 
the process of indexing according to 
the topic of the resource in hand  







































• LCSH: one single authority record
for a complex concept, comprising two aspects 
Authority records
one large building block






































y • RSWK: two authority records
each for a simple concept: small building blocks
Academic library
Collection development






































y Structure of authority files
• many authority records needed in LCSH
each complex concept needs its own authority record

















































• single concept headings can be freely combined
to form the necessary subject heading strings, e.g.:
RSWK: only six records needed to express the concepts: 
Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek (Academic library)
Öffentliche Bibliothek (Public library)




Wissenschaftliche Bibliothek ; Bestandsaufbau
Öffentliche Bibliothek ; Bestandsaufbau
Medizinische Bibliothek ; Bestandsaufbau
etc.







































Fixed citation order according to primary categories:
1. persons (p)
2. geographic aspects (g)
3. topical aspects (s)
4. temporal aspects (z)
5. form aspects (f)
Rules for combination in RSWK
g. Frankreich ; s. Architektur ; z. Geschichte 1998-2007 ; 
f. Bildband
g. France ; s. Architecture ; z. History 1998-2007 ; f. Pic-
torial work
• Note: indicators for categories usually not shown in 
library catalogs 






































y Precoordination in LCSH
• precombination supplemented by precoordination 
e.g. geographic subdivisions and „free-floating“ sub-
divisions, which can be freely added to precombined 
headings (note: no full authority record in these cases) 
Examples:
Academic libraries—Collection development—United 
States—History—20th century
Public libraries—Reference services—Handbooks, 
manuals, etc.






































y Introduction of new topics
RSWK:
• in most cases no need for new authority records
typically the necessary single concept headings are 
already there and only have to be combined in a new way
LCSH:
• often no suitable authority record exists
or can be built by using free-floating subdivisions etc.
• new headings difficult and time-consuming to create
typical solution: combination of several existing 
headings although each of them is broader than 
the topic of the resource in hand 






































y Topic: Development of collec-
tions for area studies (Africa, 
Southeast Asia, Latin America 
etc.) in libraries







































• LCSH: three headings, each of
them fairly broad
Library ; Area studies ; Collection development ; Essays
• RSWK: one subject headings
string which matches the topic
exactly
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• LCSH/RSWK: sometimes rather longish constructs
can easily consist of more than three bits of information 
• RSWK: headings are simply put one after the other
no additional means of expressing relationships
• LCSH: makes use of prepositions and conjunctions
close to natural language, more expressive and easier to 
understand than structured headings
Examples:
Libraries and children with mental disabilities
Librarians in motion pictures
Cows on postage stamps






































y Understanding of structured strings?
• Harald de Bary:
exponent of a type of abstract art called „Informel“ or 
„Informal art“ (French: „art informel“) 







































Bary, Harald de ; Informel ; Geschichte 1955-2005 ; Bildband
Bary, Harald de ; Werkverzeichnis 1955-2005
Bary, Harald de ; Biographie
Bary, Harald de ; Informel ; History 1955-2005 ; Pictorial work
Bary, Harald de ; Catalogue raisonné 1955-2005
Bary, Harald de ; Biography RSWK
Bachelor thesis (Sabrina Stutz):
• only the subject headings were shown to students
test persons were then asked what the book is about 
• results for this example:
- several test persons did not understand that the book
is about Harald de Bary
- some test persons thought that the three strings referred
to three different books  






































y Should we re-think presentation?




• break up strings in several facets, e.g.
Topic 2:
Person treated: Bary, Harald de
Form of treatment: Biography
Topic 3:
Person treated: Bary, Harald de
Form of treatment: Catalogue raisonné
Period covered: 1955-2005
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y Strengths and weaknesses
• LCSH: strong on browsing, weak on keyword searching 
• RSWK: weak on browsing, strong on keyword searching
Browse index
Number of entries
• LCSH: headings often fairly general
reasonable number of different headings in the index,
often several titles with the same heading   
• RSWK: very specific strings
very many different strings in the index,
often only one title for each string







































extract from LC‘s browse index







































extract from the browse index
of the Southwest German 
library network (SWB)








































• LCSH: covered by structural references






no entry point under „Austria“
no entry point under „Economic conditions“







































• RSWK: covered by permutations 
order of the headings in a string is changed in order to 
bring each significant heading to front position
Stuttgart ; Architektur ; Geschichte 1875-1924
Stuttgart ; Architecture ; History 1875-1924
Architektur ; Stuttgart ; Geschichte 1875-1924
Architecture ; Stuttgart ; History 1875-1924
second, permutated string:
But:
• no longer obligatory since 2010
was also never done consistently in former times
• alternatives need to be implemented
e.g. KWOC index









































title records are linked with authority records,
both headings and see references can be used in 
keyword searching
• Anglo-American world
mostly no links from title records to authority records:
only headings can be searched, but not see references   
general technical problem, which will hopefully be 
overcome by technical means in the near future







































Structural problems in LCSH:
• „see references“ for synonyms
stored in authority records for basic concepts only 








































no „see references“ for synonyms
• geographic or free-floating subdivisions
no authority records, i.e. no references possible
these problems are unknown in RSWK
due to its different structure
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aimed specifically at the 
browsing of poems
http://www.poetryfoundation.org
Thanks to Debora Shon for this great example! 







































Some basic points about facets:
• specific vs. universal facets
„poetic terms“ or „occasion“ specific to 
a certain area, but there are also 
universal facets like place and time
• number and presentation of values
facets make most sense if the num-
ber of different values is not too large 
(e.g. „occasion“: only 11 values) and 
the values are well-arranged (e.g. 
hierarchically as in „poetic terms“)
building of facets from RSWK 
and LCSH should concentrate 
on universal dimensions of 
time, place and form 











































• has „built-in“ facets
e.g. person headings, 
geographic headings, form 
headings, time headings
• but: usually only one facet 
for subject headings
e.g. University Library of 
Augsburg: all kinds of 
headings presented in the 
same drill-down facet








































• complex headings must first be split up
in order to create facets
• FAST project (OCLC)





reworked in FAST as:
United States—Civilization—Italian influences—History—
20th century—Sources
• there are also different attempts at creating facets
e.g. Endeca catalog of NCSU Libraries






































y Time facet (Endeca):
• more normalization needed
using FAST headings would help
• too many different values
if presented in a facet at all, it 
would be better to have broader, 
yet more regular units (e.g. only 
centuries or decades)
• only explicit years are used
there are also cases like e.g. „Art, 
Early Christian“ or „Punic wars“, 
where the time information is 
hidden/implicit
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/catalog/







































Time headings in RSWK:




• could be solved by a special algorithm 
which works out the relevant results for every query; 
could be presented as a time bar instead of a facet
(a concept for this has already been developed)
would all be relevant for somebody interested 
in the time span „1900-1910“






































y Region facet (Endeca):
• more normalization needed
e.g. „Boston“ (place as geographic 
subdivision) vs. „Boston (Mass.)“ 
(place as main heading),
using FAST headings would help
• no hierarchical display
„Europe“, „England“ and „London“ 
in the same list
• only explicit place information
geographic information about e.g. 
persons is not covered






































y Geographic facet based on RSWK
• two protoypic implementations
University Library of Mannheim
University Library of Heidelberg
• based on country codes in authority records
hierarchically structured codes:
continent – country – (federal state or canton)
e.g. XA-DE-BW:
Europe – Germany – Baden-Wurttemberg
• country codes are stored in many records
not only in geographic headings, but also in records for 
persons, corporate bodies, buildings, historic events etc.
in retrieval, the recall is much better when 
using the codes instead of geographic names


















































































short version (left) and 
full version (right)
http://www.bib.uni-mannheim.de/133.html
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y Comparing LCSH and RSWK
• radical structural differences between the systems
very instructive to note and explore them
• problems are partly similar, partly very different 
often it can help to look at the solutions
of the other subject heading language 
• browsing and searching 
RSWK needs to improve on browsing,
LCSH needs to improve on keyword searching
• presentation and faceting
should be further developed in both systems
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Thank you
for your attention!
wiesenmueller@hdm-stuttgart.de
